Revival of sovereign immunity under the umbrella of New Federalism has significantly restricted the ability of in-state citizens to seek remedies against State governments for violation of federal employment laws in both federal and State courts. While the language of the Eleventh Amendment only limits the kinds of cases that can be brought to federal court by out-of-state citizens and foreigners, it has been used by the Supreme Court to support a broad application of State sovereign immunity. How can an amendment aimed at limiting the jurisdiction of federal courts be construed to (a) limit delegated Congressional legislative authority under the Commerce Clause and (b) bar in-state citizens from using federal and State courts to seek damages for violation of federal laws? Does State sovereign immunity preclude enforcement of federal laws in State courts under the penumbras of the Tenth Amendment or does the Supremacy Clause require their enforcement? In recent decisions, the Supreme Court has narrowed Congressional authority under the Interstate Commerce Clause and simultaneously used a sliding scale to evaluate when Fourteenth Amendment rights justify abrogation of State sovereign immunity under New Federalism.

This article explores the foundation of State sovereign immunity, the interaction between the Commerce Clause and the Tenth, Eleventh, and Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution, and how they affect the rights of individuals to enforce federal employment laws against the States. Part I evaluates the historical context for sovereign immunity. Part II addresses whether the Eleventh Amendment and New Federalism appropriately restrict (a) Congressional authority under the Commerce Clause and (b) in-state citizen suits in federal court. Part III examines the role of the Fourteenth Amendment in abrogating the Eleventh Amendment to facilitate a suit against a State and how the Abrogation Doctrine has been applied to federal employment laws. Part IV analyzes the tension between the penumbras of the Tenth Amendment and the Supremacy Clause and their impact on the ability of an in-state citizen to use State courts to sue his/her own State for damages under federal laws. Part V explores limitations on and waivers of State sovereign immunity in the United States and the European Union. It advocates allowing the States to be sued for violating federal employment laws by modifying sovereign immunity to apply State damage caps to such suits.

I: State Sovereign Immunity - What is the Historical Context?

A. Constitutional Background For and Against Sovereign Immunity

Sovereign immunity enables government to protect itself from lawsuits or place limitations on the scope and amount of recovery. The concept gives a government control over the extent and terms by which it pays its debts. In this way the assets of the public are not quickly depleted to benefit a few injured parties. It assures that assets remain available to support roads, schools and other public endeavors. Some scholars view sovereign immunity as “an inherent attribute of sovereignty,” irrespective of the form of government.

Sources for sovereign immunity in the United States are (a) English common law or natural law principles, (b) views of some “Founders,” and (c) a broad reading of the Tenth and Eleventh Amendments of the U.S. Constitution. The Founders were far from being of one mind on the issue of State sovereign immunity and today’s Supreme Court justices are strongly divided in their interpretation of the historic antecedents as well.

In THE FEDERALIST PAPERS NO. 39, James Madison (future U.S. President) said of the U.S. Constitution that it “leaves to the several States a residuary and inviolable sovereignty over all other objects.” Revolutionary War debts were foremost in the minds of State leaders as they debated the ratification of the United States Constitution in the late 1700s and discussion of sovereign immunity was generally centered on that concern. In accord, Alexander Hamilton (first Secretary of the Treasury) argued in THE FEDERALIST PAPERS NO. 81 that states continued to have the privilege of “paying their own debt in their own way” and that the United States Constitution did not divest the States of this pre-existing right, nor did it provide enforcement for recovery of debts owed by the States.
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Alexander Hamilton maintained that:

It is inherent in the nature of sovereignty not to be amenable to the suit of an individual without its consent. . . . as one of the attributes of sovereignty, is now enjoyed by government of every State in the Union. Unless, therefore, there is a surrender of this immunity in the plan of the convention, it will remain with the States. 4

Considering “immunity from private suits as central to sovereign dignity,” Justice Kennedy concluded in the 1999 employment case of Alden et al. v. Maine that “neither the Supremacy Clause nor the enumerated powers of Congress confer authority to abrogate the States’ immunity from suit in federal court.” 5 He further concluded that although Article I of the Constitution does not expressly make that distinction, the “Framers explicitly chose a Constitution that confers upon Congress the power to regulate individuals, not States.” 6 In interpreting the historic foundations, the bare majority of the modern Supreme Court recognized that “States’ immunity from suit is a fundamental aspect of sovereignty which States enjoyed before the ratification of the Constitution, and which they retain today.” 7

The Tenth Amendment to the United States Constitution provides that the “powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” Although the Tenth Amendment’s “reserve clause” does not specifically address State sovereign immunity, its penumbras can be used to support an argument that sovereign immunity is among the rights reserved to the States (as discussed in Part IV).

In contrast, many scholars today do not support the thesis that States retain strong vestiges of sovereignty. 8 Justice Souter goes further in viewing sovereign immunity as “an obsolete royal prerogative inapplicable to a republic,” which was available to the English crown—but not to the colonies—and which the Tenth Amendment did not adopt as a constitutional doctrine. 9 Instead, the right of the people to have remedies against wrong-doing is more fundamental. This is the position he advocated in his 1999 dissent in the Alden case.

“Founders” such as Edmund Randolph (first U.S. Attorney General) and James Wilson (delegate to the Constitutional Convention and later a justice on the Supreme Court) recognized, in Wilson’s words, that the “government of each state ought to be subordinate to the government of the United States.” 10 The Constitutional bargain can be distinguished from that under the Articles of Confederation—in Wilson’s words, that the “government of each state ought to be subordinate to the government of the United States.” 11 No such express reservation of sovereign immunity exists in the United States Constitution. The absence of such language should be instructive as to the “plan of the Convention” which signified a change in the nature of States association with the national government.

Justice Brennan’s 1976 concurring opinion in Fitzpatrick espoused a similar belief that the “States surrendered that immunity, in Hamilton’s words, ‘in the plan of the Convention’ that formed the Union, at least insofar as the States granted Congress specifically enumerated powers.” 12 A number of powers (such as treaty making and waging war) are denied the States because they are reserved to the federal government. Central to the discussion of this paper, Article I of the U.S. Constitution vests Congress with the authority to “regulate Commerce with foreign Nations, and among the several States, and with Indian Tribes.” 13 In addition, the Fourteenth Amendment expanded Congressional authority to pass laws to assure States’ compliance with the due process and equal protection clauses (as discussed in Part III). Article III originally extended federal jurisdiction to controversies between States or between a State and a citizen of another State. 14

In a number of areas, the powers of State governments were expressly prohibited or limited by U.S. Constitutional provisions. 15 With regard to individual rights, States cannot pass or enforce laws or otherwise deny citizens of “life, liberty or property without due process of law” or “equal protection of the laws” or “privileges and immunities.” 16 These Fourteenth Amendment clauses have also been interpreted to prohibit the States from infringing upon many of the individual rights listed in the Bill of Rights. 17 “Full faith and credit” is to be given to records and judicial proceedings of other States. 18 Voting rights are protected. 19 Racial discrimination is banned. 20 Arbitrary criminal penalties are prohibited by the ex post facto law clause and bills of attainder clause. 21 State statutes that impair “obligation of contracts” are also outlawed. 22

B. The Eleventh Amendment Controversy over Federal Jurisdiction

Article III, Section 2, Clause 1 of the original United States Constitution provides that federal judicial authority extends to “. . . Controversies between two or more States; between a State and Citizens of another State; between Citizens of different States; . . . between a State . . . and foreign States, Citizens or Subjects.” While a few Founders argued that this was designed only to allow States as plaintiffs to pursue claims, 23 there is no language in that constitutional provision precluding suits against States as defendants. Instead, the plain meaning of the language envisions the use of federal courts to settle disputes or controversies in which a State is involved. Echoing this sentiment, Edmund Randolph (U.S. Attorney General and plaintiff’s counsel in the Chisholm case (discussed below)), avowed that the language in Article III permitting suit in federal court “where a state shall be a party” trumped any natural law assumptions concerning sovereign immunity. 24
In the case of *Chisholm Ex'r v. Georgia*, an assumpsit action was brought by the executor of a South Carolina decedent’s estate against the State of Georgia in federal court to compel payment for supplies secured by Georgia Revolutionary War bonds. Siding with Chisholm, the majority of Supreme Court justices concluded that “a State, by adopting the Constitution, has agreed to be amenable to the judicial power of the United States, she has, in that respect, given up her right of sovereignty.”

The decision against the State of Georgia prompted the Georgia House of Representatives to pass a bill making it a felony (punishable by death) to attempt to enforce the U.S. Supreme Court's *Chisholm* decision. Since the U.S. Constitution provides that no State shall pass a law impairing the obligation of contracts, this Georgia law should have been unconstitutional. Nevertheless, Congress quickly reacted to concerns of debt-laden States by proposing the Eleventh Amendment in 1793, which was adopted by a sufficient number of States by 1798.

The Eleventh Amendment to the U.S. Constitution limits the authority of federal courts to hear certain cases in which a State is a defendant, providing that:

> The Judicial power of the United States shall not be construed to extend to any suit in law or equity, commenced or prosecuted against one of the United States by citizens of another State, or by Citizens or Subjects of any Foreign State.

Ironically, this Amendment removed from the jurisdiction of federal courts the very type of conflict most suitable for resolution by federal courts in an era when “in-state bias” was of considerable concern. Although it does not expressly guarantee States sovereign immunity, few doubted that to be its purpose – *at least as to matters directly listed in the Amendment*. While other State ratifying conventions had proposed broader limits on federal jurisdiction that would preclude “any suit by any person against a state,” such proposals were not adopted.

C. State Nullification Attempts and Sovereignty

An additional perspective on the State sovereignty issue can be gleaned from examining the “nullification resolutions” proffered during the early years of our nation. Georgia’s response to the *Chisholm* decision was hardly the only example of a State’s attempt to nullify an unfavorable court ruling or an act of Congress.

Thomas Jefferson and James Madison (future Presidents of the United States) reacted to the Alien and Sedition Acts of 1798 by drafting the Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions, respectively. The Sedition Act was aimed primarily at suppressing political opposition to the Federalist Party agenda by making it a high misdemeanor to speak or assemble in opposition to the execution of national laws; it especially targeted editors and printers. These two resolutions challenged the constitutionality of these laws and asserted the right of the States (as sovereigns) to determine their constitutionality. In response, certain Northern States asserted that it was the federal judiciary which should rightly decide the constitutionality of national laws (a precursor to the 1803 *Marbury v. Madison* decision).

Prior to the passage of the Sixteenth Amendment authorizing an income tax, the primary means of raising national revenue was through tariffs. The 1828 “Tariff of Abominations” imposed steep tariffs on iron, hemp and flax, while lowering those on woolen products. Legislatures in Georgia, Mississippi, Virginia and South Carolina drafted resolutions describing the tariff as unconstitutional. John C. Calhoun (Vice President under Andrew Jackson) anonymously penned the South Carolina Exposition and Protest, advocating the “Nullification Principle”: the right of a State to nullify a federal law within its borders until three-fourths of the States deemed the law constitutional. This sparked a famous debate in the United States Senate between Robert Haynes (South Carolina) and Daniel Webster. Haynes advanced both the doctrine of nullification and sovereignty, asserting “the very life of our system is independence of the States.” Webster, on the other hand, supported the principle that the Constitution and national government are sovereign over the people, proclaiming “Liberty and Union, now and forever, one and inseparable!”

In reaction to the Tariff of 1824, Thomas Cooper (South Carolina) had “declared that the South would have to calculate the value of the federal Union, for the ‘question is fast approaching the alternative of submission or separation.’” It was not altogether surprising that South Carolina would be the first State to secede from the Union on the eve of the American Civil War in 1860. In response to the election of Abraham Lincoln as President, the South Carolina legislature declared that “the union now subsisting between South Carolina and the other States, under the name of the ‘United States of America’ is hereby dissolved.” Ten other States eventually followed South Carolina’s lead and seceded from the Union, asserting their “sovereign” right to do so.

While slavery issues served as the catalyst for the American Civil War, the constitutional question that was resolved by the war squarely dealt with the State sovereignty issue. States were not sovereign entities that could choose of their own volition to remove themselves from the United States of America; that was not the nature of the federal Union. This also meant that States were not free to “nullify” federal laws they disliked. State laws cannot be an undue burden on interstate commerce (pursuant to the Dormant Commerce Clause philosophy) and have to be consistent with and not pre-empted by federal laws. In the Civil War era, Congressional authority was expanded to enact laws to assure State compliance with the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process and equal protection clauses.
Since these conclusions affect the degree of sovereignty a State retains, these points also should have a bearing on the issue of sovereign immunity. If States must comply with federal law and are not fully sovereign, why can’t they be sued for damages when they violate federal laws?

II: Does the Eleventh Amendment (a) restrict Congressional authority under the Commerce Clause and (b) prevent use of the federal courts by in-state citizens?

A. Commerce Clause and Traditional Breadth

Article I, § 8, cl. 3 of the U.S. Constitution expressly delegates to Congress the authority “to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States and with the Indian tribes.” Some authors have viewed this Commerce Clause as “second in importance to no other provision in the Constitution.” James Monroe (a member of Congress under the Articles of Confederation and future U.S. President) believed national regulation was “necessary to preserve the Union; without it, it will infallibly crumble to pieces.”

After FDR’s New Deal legislation finally survived Supreme Court scrutiny, an expansive reading of the Commerce Clause validated federal legislation ranging from environmental laws to employment practices to civil rights. Justice Brennan, in his concurring opinion in *Fitzpatrick*, viewed Congressional authority to enact Title VII of the Civil Rights Act to be strongly rooted in the enumerated powers of both the Commerce Clause and section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.

The Commerce Clause serves as a primary vehicle for regulating business activities. Since the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) in 1937, federal legislation imposing regulations on private businesses has generally been upheld (as not being an impermissible encroachment on State power). In the 1941 case of *United States v. Darby*, the Supreme Court used the Commerce Clause to justify the minimum wage and maximum hour requirements of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) and to prohibit shipment in interstate commerce of lumber created by a private firm violating the FLSA. The *Darby* decision recognized that the “power of Congress over interstate commerce ‘is complete in itself, may be exercised to its utmost extent, and acknowledges no limitations other than are prescribed in the Constitution,’” citing *Gibbons v. Ogden*, the grandparent of all commerce cases. When the “necessary and proper” clause of Art. I, § 8, cl. 18 of the Constitution is appended to the Commerce Clause, it facilitates Congressional laws that “affect” interstate commerce. “The power of Congress over intrastate commerce ... extends to those activities which so affect interstate commerce ... as to make regulation of them appropriate means to attainment of a legitimate end.”

Although the NLRA contained language initially exempting States and their subdivisions, no such exemption was contained in the FLSA. By 1985, the Supreme Court recognized Congressional authority to apply minimum wage and overtime provisions of the FLSA to local government transportation employees in *Garcia v. San Antonio Metropolitan Transit Authority*, abandoning confused attempts to distinguish “governmental” versus “proprietary” functions of State or local governments. Justice Blackmun, writing for the majority, concluded that:

> [W]e perceive nothing in the overtime and minimum-wage requirements of FLSA, as applied to SAMTA, that is destructive of state sovereignty or violative of any constitutional provision. SAMTA faces nothing more than the same ... obligations that hundreds of thousands of other employers, public as well as private, have to meet.

The report of the Working Group on Federalism of President Reagan’s Domestic Policy Council bemoaned that after *Garcia* “in effect the federal judiciary would no longer entertain federalism challenges to congressional exercise of the commerce power.” Justice Souter’s dissent in *United States v. Morrison* advanced this sentiment one step further when he advocated treating Commerce Clause questions as nonjusticiable political questions.

B. New Federalism –Decline of the Commerce Clause and Revival of State Sovereign Immunity

“New Federalism” advocates a stronger role for State and local governments and a decreased role for the federal bureaucracy. With the increase in the number of conservative judges being appointed in recent years, the concept of New Federalism is likely to become more and more a keystone of judicial decision-making. Sovereign immunity and its interaction with other facets of the Constitution is but one component of the doctrine.

The perception of the Commerce Clause has changed substantially in the past decade since the elevation of the Eleventh Amendment and the ubiquitous 5-4 decisions fostering “New Federalism”! The 55-year expansion of the plenary nature of the Commerce Clause was halted with the *Lopez*, *Morrison*, *SWANCC*, and *Seminole* decisions. Deferring to State police powers, the Court found the federal Gun-Free School Zones Act of 1990 to be unconstitutional in *Lopez*, as having an insufficient nexus to interstate commerce. Chief Justice Rehnquist – a long-time advocate of a restricted federal government – laid the foundation for “New Federalism” in *United States v. Lopez*. Therein, Chief Justice Rehnquist declared in 1995 that the subject matter of a federal statute must have “substantial
effect” on interstate commerce – citing James Madison for the principle that “powers delegated . . . to federal government are few and defined. Those which are to remain in the State governments are numerous and indefinite."\(^66\)

With similar reasoning in \textit{Morrison} the Supreme Court in 2000 struck down portions of the Violence Against Women Act,\(^64\) concluding that sexual assaults are “not commercial” in nature and rejecting the “argument that Congress may regulate noneconomic, violent criminal conduct based solely on that conduct’s aggregate effect on interstate commerce."\(^62\) Where the regulated activity does not either cross a state line or affect a channel of interstate activity, it must have a “commercial character” or involve an “economic endeavor"\(^63\) to be viable for regulation under the Commerce Clause.\(^64\)

In interpreting Clean Water Act (CWA) regulations, the majority of U.S. Supreme Court justices in \textit{SWANCC} refused to give deference to the Corp of Engineers’ Migratory Bird Rule. The Court emphasized the “primary responsibilities and rights of States . . . to plan the development and use . . . of land and water resources” and that permitting “federal jurisdiction over ponds and mudflats falling within the ‘Migratory Bird Rule’ would result in significant impairment of the States’ traditional and primary power over land and water use."\(^65\) In so ruling, the majority ignored clear Congressional intent that the CWA receive the “broadest interpretation” to foster environmental protection, as well as the long-standing recognition that regulation of natural resources (water, birds) fall within the scope of the Commerce Clause.\(^66\) Instead, the Court limited the scope of the CWA to require a significant nexus between wetlands and traditional “navigable waters” and refused to extend jurisdiction to isolated wetlands and nonnavigable, intrastate waters. In refusing to grant deference to the administrative agency, the majority of the Court avoided ruling directly on “significant constitutional and federalism questions” concerning whether Congress had sufficient authority under the Commerce Clause to more broadly define “navigable waters."\(^67\) Where the case can be resolved through statutory interpretation, the Supreme is reluctant to address the Constitutional Commerce Clause question.\(^68\)

New Federalism’s protection of State interests intersected with the Eleventh Amendment controversy as jurisdictional issues arose in the 1996 \textit{Seminole Tribe} case. The Seminole Tribe attempted to compel the State of Florida to negotiate gaming rights in good faith under the federal Indian Gaming Regulatory Act through a suit filed in federal District Court. Although Congress is granted express Constitutional authority to regulate Indian Commerce,\(^69\) the Supreme Court declared that “even when the Constitution vests in Congress complete lawmaking authority over a particular area, the Eleventh Amendment prevents congressional authorization of suits by private parties against nonconsenting States.”\(^70\) While decrying judicial activism and the purposive (contextual) approach in other contexts, the 5-4 conservative majority ruling here acknowledged that the “principle” of state sovereignty is not derived from the text of the Eleventh Amendment alone. “[W]e have understood the Eleventh Amendment to stand not so much for what it says, but for the presupposition . . . which it confirms,” fundamental postulates implicit in the constitutional design.

Ironically, Indian Tribes are more than “private parties,” under the constitutional design; they have their own sovereign characteristics under the U.S. Constitution. The federal government itself and States (as sovereigns) have generally been allowed to bring suits against States even where individuals have been barred from bringing private claims or qui tam actions.\(^75\) It seems incongruous to disallow suit by an Indian Tribe which has sovereign authority and “state-like” legislative duties in other contexts. Furthermore, the Tribe was not seeking monetary damages against the State, but merely equitable enforcement of the duty to negotiate a compact in good faith. The majority opinion, however, views this distinction of remedies as irrelevant in the context of Eleventh Amendment analysis.\(^75\) This case was an even more deleterious limitation of both the Commerce Clause and sovereign rights of Indian tribes than refusal to grant monetary damages to private litigants.

Concluding that its interpretation of the Eleventh Amendment trumped both the Indian Commerce Clause and Interstate Commerce Clause, the 5-4 majority in \textit{Seminole Tribe} overruled the \textit{Pennsylvania v. Union Gas Co.},\(^76\) a CERCLA environmental decision. The \textit{Union Gas Co.} case had viewed Congressional power of the Interstate Commerce Clause as plenary, as part of the original constitutional understanding – an understanding which could not be changed without express reference in subsequent amendments. \textit{Union Gas Co.’s} plurality decision had also considered the Commerce Clause power to be “incomplete without the authority to render the States liable for damages."\(^77\) In overruling that case, \textit{Seminole Tribe} paved the way for other decisions that would take a similarly restrictive view of the scope of Congressional authority to regulate States under the Commerce Clause, whether applied to intellectual property rights,\(^78\) employee’s rights\(^79\) or environmental laws.\(^80\)

Federalism issues concerning the scope of federal authority under the Commerce Clause arise where State law or action potentially conflicts with federal legislation. The outcome involves interpretation of specific statutory language and Congressional intent. While the \textit{SWANCC} of the Clean Water Act decision favored the State, the imposition of federal remedies on the State has been upheld under the Clean Air Act.\(^81\) The courts seem more willing to defer to Congress and use a more textual construction in matters of preemption of State laws. State common law tort remedies have been preempted when they conflict with a comprehensive federal regulatory scheme or express statutory language.\(^82\) Congress appears to have more ability to prevent the use of State law remedies than to avail
private litigants of remedies against the State. While relevant to federalism generally, discussion of pre-emption issues is beyond the scope of this article.

C. Eleventh Amendment is a Limitation on Federal Judicial Jurisdiction
   – Not a Restriction on Commerce Clause Delegated Congressional Authority

The Eleventh Amendment was a narrowly drafted restriction on federal court jurisdiction, limiting the “judicial power of the United States.” Although there is no express reservation of judicial review, apparently the authority of federal appellate review remains viable. The majority decision in Alden recognized that “Sovereign immunity . . . does not bar all judicial review of state compliance with the Constitution and valid federal law.” The Eleventh Amendment therefore primarily imposes a jurisdictional limitation on lower federal courts.

Arguably, the Supreme Court’s majority misstates the issue when it asks whether Congress can validly abrogate State sovereign immunity through the Commerce Clause or other Article I authority. The Eleventh Amendment is a limitation on federal judicial authority, not a limitation on valid federal legislative authority.

The Constitution is a compact in which the States yielded some of their sovereignty “in order to form a more perfect union.” The core motivation for that compact was the Commerce Clause. Article I, § 8, cl. 3 of the U.S. Constitution expressly delegated to Congress the authority “to regulate commerce with foreign nations, and among the several States and with the Indian tribes,” without any provision distinguishing private versus State-sponsored commercial activity and without any exemption for State sovereign immunity. Nothing in the Eleventh Amendment expressly limits Article I authority.

Where the Constitution grants authority to Congress (as it does with the Interstate Commerce Clause) that authority should not be undermined by strained judicial interpretation. Notwithstanding recent U.S. Supreme Court decisions, nothing in the Commerce Clause itself limits its application to the States, and nothing in the express language of the Tenth or the Eleventh Amendment suggests that either of these Amendments should prevail over the Commerce Clause. Congressional authority over the States was further expanded through the Fourteenth Amendment, as discussed in Part III of this article and appears to be the main avenue today for compelling State compliance to civil rights principles.

While most justices today concede that there are limits to the breadth of the Commerce Clause, there is stark disagreement on where to draw the line and who draws the line. It involves not only a difference in perception of federalism Balance of Power between the States and federal government, but also a Separation of Powers conflict between the legislative and judicial branches of government. In the 1941 Darby decision, the Court cautioned that the “judicial cannot prescribe to the legislative department of the government limitations upon the exercise of its acknowledged power.” Nor should the court sit as a “superlegislature” to second-guess the wisdom legislative policy decisions, a view now espoused by Justice Breyer through his “purposive” (contextual) approach to statutory construction.

In contrast, Justice Black’s concurring opinion in Heart of Atlanta Motel v. United States acknowledged in 1964 that while Congress has the right to set policy, the determination of “whether particular operations affect interstate commerce sufficiently to come under the constitutional power of Congress to regulate them is ultimately a judicial rather than a legislative question.” New Federalism endorses that interpretation and operates as a limitation on Congressional authority as much as it serves as a protection of States rights.

D. Historical Context for New Federalism’s Eleventh Amendment Bar on Enforcement of United States Federal Law Remedies against States

After the passage of the Eleventh Amendment, should a United States citizen be able to sue his or her own State in federal or State court to compel the State’s compliance with federal law? In elevating the Eleventh Amendment to a broad State sovereign immunity shield under New Federalism, the Supreme Court (in 5-4 decisions) has barred in-state employees from suing their own State for damages in State and federal court under the federal Fair Labor Standards Act, the Age Discrimination in Employment Act (ADEA), and the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Recent “New Federalism” cases expanding the scope of the Eleventh Amendment have relied on Hans v. Louisiana to preclude in-state citizens from suing their own State to enforce federal laws. In this 1890 decision denying an in-state citizen an order compelling the State of Louisiana to honor a bond coupon interest payment, the U.S. Supreme Court postured, “Can we suppose that, when the Eleventh Amendment was adopted, it was understood to be left open for citizens of a State to sue their own state in federal courts, whilst the idea of suits by citizens of other states, or of foreign states, was indigently repelled?” Since many State courts lacked jurisdiction to hear (nonconsensual) suits against the State government, the Court reasoned in Hans v. Louisiana that the federal courts surely lacked the power as well (especially when federal jurisdiction was premised on concurrent jurisdiction). Ignoring the judicial maxim of expressio unius est exclusio alterius, the Court simply assumed that the Eleventh
Amendment did not need to include that “obvious” limitation on in-state citizens’ claims against the State. Strict construction of the Eleventh Amendment has been supplanted by incorrect historical assumptions that the States retained immunity from all citizen suits.

Justice Souter believes that one of the main objectives of the Constitutional Convention was to find a better way to bind the States to federal law. The language of the Eleventh Amendment expressly bars citizens of other States and foreign citizens from commencing suits against a State, but it does not expressly ban a suit by an in-state citizen against his or her own State in either State or federal court. Even Alexander Hamilton’s advocacy for State sovereign immunity was aimed primarily at diversity cases involving State law claims (such as contract disputes), not at federal question cases. Under this rationale, claims by in-state citizens premised on federal employment laws should survive.

III. When can States be sued for violating federal employment laws and what role does the
Fourteenth Amendment and the Abrogation Doctrine play in facilitating such a suit?

A. Fourteenth Amendment’s Abrogation of Eleventh Amendment

The Supreme Court has created the following Abrogation Doctrine to test when a federal law can annul State sovereign immunity. Congress must (1) “unequivocally express . . . its intent to abrogate the immunity,” and (2) act “pursuant to a valid exercise of power.” In addition, there “must be congruence and proportionality between the injury to be prevented or remedied and the means adopted to that end.” This test is then applied in the context of a sliding scale of rights – some protected by strict scrutiny and others subject only to a rational basis test.

The court-created “Abrogation Doctrine” permits Congress to regulate the States and “annul” sovereign immunity, but only if pursuant to a valid grant of Constitutional authority. Historical authority is grounded primarily in the Commerce Clause or in the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection, Privileges & Immunities and Due Process Clauses. With the preeminence of the Commerce Clause now being weakened, it is the Fourteenth Amendment that now serves as the primary guardian against a State’s encroachment on individual rights. The Fourteenth Amendment provides, in part, in Section 1:

> . . . No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or immunities of citizens of the United States; nor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws.

Although the Fourteenth Amendment was passed to guarantee that States honor citizens’ rights of due process and equal protection, a majority of the Supreme Court has made it difficult to abrogate (annul) State sovereign immunity when the litigant is seeking damages or federal remedies from States that are violating federal laws.

The first prong of the Abrogation Test is often satisfied by federal laws, but it is more difficult to satisfy the remaining criteria. While Congress clearly intended to prohibit States (as well as private businesses) from discriminating on the basis of age or disability, the Supreme Court found no “fundamental right” to such protection. States only had to satisfy a “rational basis test” to justify discrimination in the employment sector. Without documentation of widespread abuse by the States, Congress lacked authority to abrogate sovereign immunity and could not facilitate private party damage claims. Finding an absence of evidence of widespread discrimination, the Supreme Court concluded that the second prong was not satisfied in both the *Kimel* (age) and *Garrett* (disability) cases. Also, the “congruence and proportionality” test would not allow the remedy of monetary damages where there was no State pattern of abuse.

In contrast, the Court was more willing to uphold the application of a federal law where a “fundamental right” – such as due process – was involved. The access to the courts was deemed to be such a right in *Lane* and prioritization of the due process clause facilitated abrogation of sovereign immunity. The “congruence and proportionality test” could be satisfied by relocating judicial services. While monetary damages were not directly in issue, providing access to judicial services could become costly.

B. Application of Sovereign Immunity and the Abrogation Doctrine to Employment Law Damage Claims against a State

The United States Supreme Court has examined a number of federal employment discrimination laws to determine their applicability to the State employers. The Tenth and Eleventh Amendments have been used to bar many claims. Most of these cases have applied the Abrogation Doctrine to ascertain whether sovereign immunity should be set aside to permit monetary damage remedies or other nonconsensual remedies in suits brought by in-state citizens against their own State.
1. FLSA

The U.S. Supreme Court upheld both the constitutionality of the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) (as applied to private sector businesses) in Darby in 1941 and the authority of Congress to apply FLSA minimum wage and maximum hour requirements to local governments in the 1985 Garcia case (discussed above). Using broad sweeping language, the majority considered as constitutional the application of fair employment requirements to both private and State employers and did not consider such application to be “destructive of state sovereignty or violative of any constitutional provision.”

When the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) came under review by the Rehnquist-Scalia Court in 1999, the Court again played the State sovereign immunity trump card and concluded that State employed probation officers could not sue their own State for overtime pay under FLSA in the landmark case of Alden et al. v. Maine. Initially the suit sought damages in federal District Court, but the suit was dismissed on Eleventh Amendment grounds after the Seminole Tribe decision. The officers refiled the case in the State Superior Court of Maine. Without directly overruling Garcia, the Alden decision gutted the effect of Garcia or at least limited its effect to FLSA cases involving local government workers. Although the Court indicated that States are still bound by the federal laws, the 5-4 majority of the United States Supreme Court concluded that “powers delegated to Congress under Article I . . . do not include the power to subject nonconsenting States to private suits for damages in state courts.”

Alden can be distinguished from other key predecessor cases. In U.S. v. Darby, the federal government was the plaintiff seeking enforcement of FLSA in federal court (against a private sector business), while Alden was a private citizen seeking monetary damages against the State in State court. In the 1890 case of Haws v. Louisiana, an in-state citizen was not allowed to use federal court to seek a State-based remedy, while Alden was precluded from enforcing federal law rights against the State government in State courts. Because the Alden case was initiated in State court, the Tenth Amendment was seen as the primary Constitutional foundation for State sovereign immunity. Prior to Alden, however, some suits seeking damages pursuant to federal employment law were allowed to proceed in State court without viewing the Tenth or Eleventh Amendment as a constitutional barrier.

Private damage claims against a State are rarely permitted under New Federalism, however. Even in a case decided before Garcia, the U.S. Supreme Court denied overtime FLSA compensation claims to Missouri Department of Public Health State workers in 1973 based on the Eleventh Amendment, indicating that these employees were limited to restitution secured for them by the federal Secretary of Labor. While a federal government-initiated suit against a State is still viewed as permissible (as an exception to sovereign immunity), the Supreme Court is reluctant to allow qui tam claims on behalf of the federal government against the States. Such rulings leave most State employees no effective remedy unless State employment laws afford them protection or unless a State expressly waives sovereign immunity.

This 1999 Alden case prompted a well-reasoned dissent by Justice Souter, clarifying historical obfuscations and denouncing the majority’s interpretation of both amendments and sovereign immunity principles. Justice Kennedy’s majority decision was seen as trying to fit the round peg in the square hole. The dissenting judges believed that Maine should be subject to the national objective of the FLSA because federal legislation enacted through the Commerce Clause and pursuant to the Supremacy Clause is binding on the States, as previously decided in Garcia. Consistent with this view, sovereign immunity should not be used as a concept to protect a lesser sovereign from enforcing the laws of a greater (national) sovereign pursuant to valid Constitutional authority.

2. FELA

The national objective of providing compensation to injured railroad workers was sufficient to permit suit against a state-owned railroad under the Federal Employers’ Liability Act (FELA). The federal government, under the Commerce Clause, has the authority to regulate practices of the railroads in interstate commerce. Early attempts by States to regulate railroad practices did not withstand constitutional scrutiny. Furthermore, State workers’ compensation laws expressly exclude railroad workers from coverage because of the assumption that FELA provides coverage for such workers. Consequently, the majority opinion in Hilton v. South Carolina Public Railways Commission upheld the right of the worker to enforce federal FELA cause of action against the State commission in State court.

3. ADEA

The federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (ADEA) makes it unlawful for an employer of 20 or more employees “to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise discriminate against any individual . . . because of such individual’s age,” if that individual is over 40. ADEA specifically references FLSA, through which aggrieved employees are afforded legal and equitable relief. Statutory requirements of ADEA were expressly applied to subdivisions and agencies of State governments as employers in 1974 amendments to FLSA, and
Congress expressly permitted employees to file civil actions in State or federal court – satisfying the first prong of the Abrogation Doctrine test.

As it had done a year earlier with the FLSA, a bare majority of the Supreme Court used New Federalism to bar in-state employees’ suits based on age discrimination laws in 2000. In *Kimel v. Florida Board of Regents*, a Department of Corrections employee, as well as faculty members and librarians of State universities in Florida and Alabama, were all denied the opportunity to exercise their rights against age discrimination under ADEA. The consolidated ADEA *Kimel* cases originated in federal District Court.

The Court used its two-prong Abrogation Doctrine for determining whether ADEA abrogates States’ Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity. A plurality of the Court in *Kimel* concluded first that Congress clearly intended to apply the age discrimination law to the States. However, a different plurality held that the second prong was not satisfied because protection against age discrimination did not rise to the level of a fundamental right under the Fourteenth Amendment, so ADEA was not a valid exercise of Fourteenth Amendment Congressional authority to abrogate State sovereign immunity principles. The right of one to be free of discrimination on the basis of “age” was afforded only “rational basis” protection under the Court’s interpretation of the Equal Protection Clause and, thus, States were permitted to discriminate on the basis of age if doing so is “rationally related to a legitimate State interest.”

This 2000 decision concluded that Congress inappropriately elevated age to “heightened scrutiny” protection. Unlike race and gender (which are afforded the higher protection), O’Connor declared that “[o]ld age also does not define a discrete and insular minority because all persons, if they live out their normal life spans, will experience it . . . [so] age is not a suspect classification under the Equal Protection Clause.”

Furthermore, ADEA exceeded the Court’s doctrine of “congruence and proportionality” of remedies. Despite substantial evidence of private sector discrimination and many references in the Congressional Record to discrimination by State governments, the Court found no widespread pattern of discrimination by the States, so monetary damages were not appropriate.

An expanded interpretation of the penumbras of the Eleventh Amendment was again used as the basis for the decision, even though in-state (rather than out-of-state) citizens were bringing the suit against a State entity in federal court. To address this concern, Justice O’Connor echoed Chief Justice Rehnquist’s *Seminole Tribe* opinion by noting that the Court “understood the Eleventh Amendment to stand not so much for what it says, but for the presupposition . . . which it confirms.” She further concluded that although ADEA was a valid exercise of Congressional power to regulate commerce, “[e]ven when the Constitution vests in Congress complete lawmaking authority over a particular area, the Eleventh Amendment prevents congressional authorization of suits by private parties against unconsenting States.”

Justice Stevens spoke for the dissenting judges who believed that Congress has the power to regulate public as well as private sectors of the workplace and that “[n]either the Eleventh Amendment nor the doctrine of sovereign immunity places any limit on that power.” A plurality of the Court concluded, however, that States were protected from ADEA damage suits by in-state employees, thus leaving State employees to seek remedies only if State discrimination statutes permit damages. Under State laws the protection may not be as broad as under ADEA; Missouri, for example, generally extends age protection to age 70, while the federal ADEA law abolished that age cap in 1987 for most professions. Despite the prohibition against ADEA claims against the State, claims against local government employers have been permitted.

4. ADA

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits discrimination against individuals with qualified disabilities. ADA Title I deals with employment, while Title II addresses access to public facilities.

The Supreme Court recently upheld the application of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act to the States under the Fourteenth Amendment’s Due Process Clause. In *Tennessee v. Lane*, a county courthouse lacked an elevator, making the upstairs courtroom inaccessible to a wheelchair-bound defendant who refused to be carried up the stairs. Recognizing that access to the judicial services was a “fundamental right” guaranteed by due process, the Court concluded in *Lane* that the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process requirements prevail over State sovereign immunity.

In *Lane*, monetary damages were not at issue and access to judicial services was viewed as a proportionally appropriate accommodation under the Court’s “congruent and proportionality test.”

Under the statutory language of Title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act, private employers (and States) are prohibited from:  

discriminating against a qualified individual with a disability because of that disability . . . in regard to . . . terms, conditions, and privileges of employment [and are required] to make reasonable accommodations.

In 2001, however, the Supreme Court struck down State employees’ pursuit of monetary damages for ADA discrimination under Title I in *Board of Trustees of the University of Alabama et al. v. Garrett et al.*, refusing to use the Fourteenth Amendment’s equal protection guarantees to abrogate State sovereign immunity. A nurse and a
security officer sued the State of Alabama when the State employer forced a reassignment of the nurse after she returned from breast cancer disability leave and disallowed the latter’s request for a reassignment based on his asthma disability. Congressional intent to apply Title I of ADA to the States as employers was clear (satisfying prong one of the Court’s Abrogation Doctrine). Nevertheless, the Court found that Congress had exceeded its Fourteenth Amendment authority to enforce the Equal Protection Clause, thereby failing prong two of the Court’s Abrogation Doctrine. In so ruling, the Court found no legislatively documented record of a pattern of unconstitutional State-based discrimination against disabled employees and rejected the extensive list of examples submitted to the Congressionally-created Task Force on Rights and Empowerment of Americans with Disabilities, attached in Justice Breyer’s dissent. Instead, the majority concluded that ADA monetary remedies failed the “congruent and proportionality test”; consequently, States retained Eleventh Amendment immunity.

State discrimination against disabilities only has to satisfy the “rational basis test,” as the Court had previously ruled with mental retardation. As long as there is a rational basis for “disparity of treatment and some legitimate government purpose” (such as saving the State money), a constitutional violation does not occur. Some justices maintain that only purposeful and intentional discrimination violates the Equal Protection Clause.

Dissenting judges criticize the “rational basis test” as “a paradigm of judicial restraint” applicable to lower courts that should not be applied to Congress - a constitutionally separate branch of government. Such application improperly positions the Court as a “superlegislature to judge the wisdom or desirability of legislative policy determinations.” Nevertheless, because of such rulings, States (as employers) are not subject to ADA damage suits (unless the State consents to the suit by seeking removal of the case to federal court). However, the Court continues to recognize that the Eleventh Amendment does not protect local governments, which are still subject to private ADA claims.

Even in claims against private employers, the Supreme Court has significantly curtailed the ability of individuals to qualify for protection under the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 42 U.S.C. § 12111 et seq. First, the definition of a “qualified disability” has been substantially limited by the Court’s decision to examine potential disabilities in their “corrected state” instead of examining the severity of the disability before a remedial fix or accommodation has been applied. Second, a “broad range of jobs,” not merely a single job, must be significantly restricted by a disability before the Court will find a “substantial limitation” on the major life activity of working.

Third, and even more remarkable, a disability with a substantial impact on work skills alone may not be sufficient for ADA standing, without also showing that performance of “activities central to daily life” have been significantly impaired.

5. Gender Discrimination – FMLA and Title VII

Laws aimed at remedying gender-based discrimination have fared better under Supreme Court scrutiny because race and gender have traditionally been judged under a “heightened scrutiny” standard, rather than the “rational basis test.” A gender-based classification must “serve important governmental objectives’ and ‘the discriminatory means employed [must be] substantially related to the achievement of those objectives . . . [and not based on] overly broad generalizations.” Because of the application of “heightened scrutiny” to gender-based actions, it is easier to establish unconstitutional discrimination and easier to satisfy the Court’s judicially-created Fourteenth Amendment Abrogation Doctrine and “congruent and proportionality tests.”

The Family and Medical Leave Act (FMLA) allows up to 12 weeks of unpaid medical leave per year for most workers employed for at least a year by a business with 50 or more employees within a 75-mile radius. The leave can be taken to deal with serious health conditions of the employee, spouse, children or parents, as well as in conjunction with the birth or adoption of a child.

In *Nevada Dept. of Human Resources et al. v. Hibbs*, the Supreme Court (in a plurality opinion) upheld a public employee’s right to sue his State for violation of FMLA. The federal statute authorizes public employees to seek damages against State governments, their agencies, and their political subdivisions for violations of FMLA. The intent of Congress to apply FMLA to the States was clear.

Under its Abrogation Doctrine, the Court then turned its attention to the second prong to assess whether FMLA was an appropriate exercise of Congress’ Fourteenth Amendment section 5 power. Ironically, the Court offered little direct evidence of Nevada-specific present discrimination, a pivotal point of Justice Scalia’s dissent. The majority instead found a history of gender-based discrimination in family medical leave policies by the States (collectively), an assumption that dissenting Justice Kennedy did not find supported by the Congressional Record. Historical stereotypes viewed only women as responsible for family care giving and did not require or allow men to assume domestic responsibilities, thereby discriminating against males as caretakers. Discrimination against females was even more prevalent. Forty to a hundred years ago, State laws were replete with provisions prohibiting women from practicing certain professions (such as law) and restricting job benefits, based in part on the traditional belief that women should remain at “the center of home and family life.” Even though State laws have changed in recent times and no longer facially discriminate based on gender, they continue to be applied in a discriminatory manner.
The Court upheld the “prophylactic legislation” to remedy the historical pattern of discrimination by making leave policies available for both men and women, so the employers cannot hire men simply to avoid leave requests. FMLA remedies, including damages, were upheld as “congruent and proportional” to the targeted violation of the Fourteenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause by States.160

In Pennsylvania State Police v. Suders,161 A female former State employee’s constructive discharge claim against the Pennsylvania state police was upheld as a viable theory under Title VII of the federal Civil Rights Act of 1964 – subject to the defense that she unreasonably failed to avail herself of the internal procedures for reporting sexual harassment. Sovereign immunity issues were not discussed in this 2004 Supreme Court decision,162 despite the propensity to raise the issue in most claims against States during the past ten years.

Claims by Connecticut male employees against their State employer under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 were permitted in Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer.163 They argued that the State retirement plan discriminated against them on the basis of gender. The 1972 Amendments to the Civil Rights Act allowed monetary damage awards (in addition to injunctive relief and attorneys’ fees) against a State government for employment discrimination. In 1976, the Court was more inclined to recognize that “Congress has the power to authorize federal courts to enter such an award against the State as a means of enforcing the substantive guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment.”164 The enactment of Title VII was seen a valid exercise of Congressional authority under section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment.165 Justice Rehnquist, writing for the Court, held that the State: cannot disregard the limitations which the Federal Constitution has applied to her power . . . and the Eleventh Amendment, and principle of sovereign immunity which it embodies, . . . are necessarily limited by the enforcement provisions of § 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment. In that section Congress is expressly granted authority to enforce ‘by appropriate legislation’ the substantive provisions of the Fourteenth Amendment, which themselves embody significant limitations on state authority.166

Chief Justice Rehnquist framed the issue as the extent to which the Fourteenth Amendment limited the Eleventh Amendment, viewing the Fourteenth Amendment as placing new “limitations on the power of the States and enlargements of the power of Congress.”167 In this opinion there seemed to be more deference to what Congress considered to be “appropriate legislation,” without torturing Congressional legislation through the multi-step Abrogation Doctrine test. The prevailing majority view today makes it much less likely that federal laws authorizing damages against the States will be upheld under the judicially-created test of the Abrogation Doctrine. Nevertheless, as the author of the Hibbs majority opinion, Rehnquist cited his earlier Fitzpatrick opinion as supporting authority.

In his concurring opinion in Fitzpatrick, Justice Brennan concluded that “Connecticut may not invoke the Eleventh Amendment, since that Amendment bars only federal-court suits against States by citizens of other States.”168 Instead he framed the issue as “whether Connecticut may avail itself of the nonconstitutional but ancient doctrine of sovereign immunity as a bar to a claim for damages under Title VII.”169 This position is in accord with this author’s view that in drafting the Eleventh Amendment, Congress chose not to expand the exception to federal jurisdiction beyond situations hypothesized by the Chisholm case. A “plain meaning” interpretation of the Eleventh Amendment reveals that the “original intent” (of the Founders) was to prevent the federal courts from hearing claims against State governments only if those claims were brought by foreigners or citizens of some other State. The judicial maxim of expressio unius est exclusio alterius170 supports this conclusion. Even out-of-state citizens should be able to sue a State – but only in State court. Direct language of the Eleventh Amendment does not prohibit an in-state citizen from suing his or her own State for monetary damages in State or federal court.

IV. To what extent does the Tenth Amendment preclude an in-state citizen from suing its own State in State court for damages for violating federal laws?

A. Tenth Amendment as a Guardian of State Sovereign Immunity in State Courts

If in-state citizens are precluded from challenging violations of federally created rights in State courts, it is a penumbra of the Tenth Amendment rather than the Eleventh Amendment that should be the source of this preclusion. The Tenth Amendment makes no express reservation of sovereign immunity. Instead, it broadly states that “powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.” As the Supreme Court recognized in New York v. United States:

In the end, just as a cup may be half empty or half full, it makes no difference whether one views the question . . . as one of ascertaining the limits of the power delegated to the federal Government under affirmative provisions of the constitution or one of discerning the core of sovereignty retained by the States under the Tenth Amendment.171

Under the rubric of the Tenth Amendment, an “anticommandeering principle”172 prevents Congress from using Article I powers to compel State government resources to enforce federal laws. Its rationale is premised on a
belief in dual sovereignty and the assumption that federal compulsion would (a) divert State time and resources from local matters, (b) interfere with the power of State citizens to set their own agenda for State legislative action, and (c) blur the accountability between State and federal officials. This anticommandeering principle was first applied to legislative and executive actions.\textsuperscript{173}

Congress may validly exercise its Commerce authority where the costs are borne by the federal government\textsuperscript{174} or where a federal statute encourages (incentivises) State action without compelling its adherence.\textsuperscript{175} While Congress may pre-empt an area of regulation,\textsuperscript{176} there are limits to the Constitutional ability of Congress to compel States to implement expensive or controversial federal programs.\textsuperscript{177} In reaching the latter conclusion, the Supreme Court emphasized that “the Constitution protects us from our own best intentions. It divides power among sovereigns and among the branches of government precisely so that we may resist the temptation to concentrate power in one location as an expedient solution to the crisis of the day.”\textsuperscript{178}

B. Supremacy Clause v. Tenth Amendment

The scope of the Tenth Amendment is not easily resolved, however, especially when balanced against the breadth of the Supremacy Clause. Article VI of the United States Constitution provides “This Constitution, and the Laws of the United States . . . shall be the supreme Law of the Land; and the Judges in every State shall be bound thereby, any Thing in the Constitution or Laws of any State to the Contrary notwithstanding.” Under the pillars of this Supremacy Clause there are times where the State courts will be commandeered to hear claims supported by Constitutional principles.

The “Supremacy Clause” has been used to require State courts to enforce federal laws if the State waived sovereign immunity (permitting private suits in State court under State law) and the federal claim arose from the same facts. While States are not required to waive sovereign immunity in the first instance, the \textit{Testa v. Katt}\textsuperscript{179} line of cases require parity between State and federal claims and precludes discrimination against federal claims where the State has otherwise waived sovereign immunity on the subject matter of the case.

Under the \textit{Testa} rationale, if the State allows employment discrimination cases against the State in State court pursuant to a State anti-discrimination law, federal employment discrimination laws should be afforded the same right of enforcement. The waiver of sovereign immunity should apply to both. To the extent State employees can sue in State court for torts or civil rights violations, a suit based on federal question claims in those same areas should be protected as rights or privileges retained by the people.\textsuperscript{180} State courts should be constitutionally obligated under the Supremacy Clause to hear the federal right and permit the federal remedy, validly established through the Commerce Clause or other Article I authority, the \textit{Alden} case notwithstanding.

A distinction can be made between federal laws compelling States to hear private actions against (a) other private parties, (b) State officials, and (c) the State itself.\textsuperscript{181} \textit{Testa} involved the first type of action. A private citizen sued an auto dealer at the close of World War II to enforce the federal Emergency Price Control Act, which allowed a person to seek treble damages for overcharges, in addition to costs and attorneys fees. The federal district courts and State courts were granted concurrent jurisdiction under Section 205 of the Act. Rhode Island, however, refused to entertain such suits in its State courts, viewing the remedies as penal. Enforcement conflicted with Rhode Island’s established policy against enforcing penal provisions of other States and the federal government. Because the State would enforce its own penal laws, it had the obligation to afford “full faith and credit”\textsuperscript{182} to laws of sister States and enforce federal laws under the Supremacy Clause of Article VI of the United States Constitution. The United States Supreme Court emphasized the primacy of federal supremacy since the Civil War and recognized that “the obligation of states to enforce these federal laws is not lessened by reason of the form in which they are cast or the remedy which they provide.”\textsuperscript{183}

If the State was not allowed to differentiate on the basis of the remedy in \textit{Testa}, federal employment discrimination suits permitting monetary damages should also be enforceable -- even against the State government itself -- especially where it has allowed such suits under its State law. Requiring States to comply with federal laws under the Supremacy Clause, but denying remedies to litigants harmed by violations of those laws is illogical.

Claims for monetary damages have been upheld where the suit was characterized as being one against a local official or State official rather than against the State itself.\textsuperscript{184} These suits against State officials often take the form of 42 U.S.C. 1983 actions. While these civil rights claims have been upheld when brought in federal court (as not abrogating the States’ Eleventh Amendment sovereign immunity), such actions have been struck down when commenced in State court as violating the Tenth Amendment.\textsuperscript{185} This seems to be a distinction without a meaningful difference based on unwritten penumbras of both Amendments.

Even Justice Scalia’s majority decision in \textit{Printz} recognized that early Congressional laws demonstrate that “the Constitution was originally understood to permit imposition of an obligation on state judges to enforce federal prescriptions . . . appropriate for the judicial power.”\textsuperscript{186} But Justice Stevens’ dissent in \textit{Kime1} is more emphatic, “There is not a word in the text of the Constitution supporting the Court’s conclusion that the judge-made doctrine of
sovereign immunity limits Congress’ power to authorize private parties, as well as federal agencies, to enforce federal law against the States.”

V. When is State sovereign immunity not a viable defense?

A. Forfeiture of State Sovereign Immunity Defense in the United States

Despite the current Supreme Court’s expanded view of the sovereign immunity defense, the doctrine may not insulate States from suits in the following categories. State sovereign immunity is forfeited where:

1. The State:
   A. Voluntarily waives sovereign immunity by statute;
   B. Consents to removal of the case to federal court;
   C. Consents to a suit or fails to plead sovereign immunity as a defense or

2. The “Abrogation Doctrine” applies to:
   A. Fourteenth Amendment due process equal protection principles;
   B. Interstate Commerce Clause (extension recently limited) or

3. The U.S. Supreme Court is reviewing the case under its Constitutional appellate jurisdiction;

4. Federal government initiates the suit;

5. Another State government initiates the suit;

6. The State would permit a suit under State law while attempting to preclude enforcement of federal law or similar laws of other States;

7. Some subdivisions of the State, such as cities and counties, are sued; or

8. State officials are sued in their personal capacity or under 1983 actions, but “official immunity doctrine” or the “public duty doctrine” may provide qualified immunity.

The U.S. Supreme Court and State supreme courts have recognized that a State can waive sovereign immunity or can consent to be a party in a suit. As is the case with in personam jurisdiction, sovereign immunity is designed to protect the defendant, who can waive its objection to jurisdiction, so a case can be heard in a court with subject matter jurisdiction. A State voluntarily waives the sovereign immunity defense by requesting that the case be removed to federal court.

In Lapides v. Board of Regents, the State sought such removal of the college professor’s claims under the Georgia Torts Claims Act and 42 U.S.C. § 1983. In a rare unanimous decision, the Supreme Court held in 2002 that the State voluntarily invoked federal jurisdiction as a defendant on State tort claims.

Applying Lapides to an ADA case (in which the State removed the case to federal court), the Tenth Circuit concluded that the State also waived its sovereign immunity in Estes v. Wyoming Department of Transportation. In contrast, where no such waiver occurred, the Supreme Court held that a State employees could not use the federal ADA law to seek damages from their State government employer.

B. Extension of State Caps for Waiver of Sovereign Immunity in Federal Claims

Most States have also enacted statutes (or have State judicial decisions) that allow suits against the State in certain circumstances. A typical statute permits tort suits against the State for injuries that occur on State property or which are caused by State employees in their official capacity. Awards in such suits are typically capped to limit the dollar recovery per person and per incident, with the States abrogating their sovereign immunity shield only up to that monetary cap. Such waiver of immunity has been deemed to extend to suits brought by an out-of-state California citizen who was injured in California as a result of the negligence of a University of Nevada employee who was driving a Nevada-owned vehicle on official State business.

If the State imposed a domestic cap on monetary damages in waiving sovereign immunity, why can’t that cap be extended to federal claims as well as an extension of the Testa rationale? The sovereign immunity defense ought to be waived in compliance with federal laws to the same extent that State legislation or State court rulings have waived the doctrine on State-based tort claims. An alternative approach, therefore, would be to allow States to be sued for violating federal employment laws and civil rights – with the lawsuit tried in State court – and subject to that State’s monetary cap on damages. This approach should be adopted by the courts when assessing the viability of employment claims against the States.

Furthermore, to hold that the States must comply with federal laws designed to protect individual rights, but to deny citizens standing to enforce those rights and remedies unfairly subjects those citizens to the compunction of the States. An occasional suit by the federal government for injunctive relief is little consolation to individuals injured by noncompliance.
C. Demise of Sovereign Immunity: European Union Comparison

A comparison to the modern European Union (EU) perspective of sovereignty and federalism is illuminating. Just as the American colonial States surrendered some of their sovereignty in forming the federal government United States of America, so did European countries yield a portion of their sovereignty in joining the EU. The United States and the EU are moving in opposite directions, however, regarding the right of private litigants to sue a State for violation of federal or Community laws. In *Francovich v. Italy,* 210 the European Court of Justice (ECJ) ruled that EU member States must permit private party damage suits against the State for violation of duties under EU law, to “secure member state compliance with the harmonization of law in Europe.” 210

As a result of the evolving federal nature of the EU, the issue of sovereign immunity has been examined more recently in the context of workers' rights by the ECJ, which concluded in *Kobler v. Republik Osterreich* that:

> The principle that Member States are obliged to make good damage caused to individuals by infringements of Community law for which they are responsible [applies] where the rule of Community law infringed is intended to confer rights on individuals, the breach of which is sufficiently serious and there is a direct causal link between that breach and the loss or damage sustained by the injured parties. 211

As a precondition for a “loyalty bonus,” academics had to spend 15 years of service at Austrian universities. Professor Kobler successfully argued that his time at other EU community universities should count toward satisfying that requirement. At issue in that case was the EU principle of freedom of movement for EU workers. 212

The American sovereign immunity doctrine has its roots in English common law. The United Kingdom of Great Britain, however, yielded a portion of its sovereignty in joining the EU. 213 When the British Parliament adopted laws to exclude Spanish fishing in British waters, the law was successfully challenged in the ECJ *Factortame* 214 case. The United Kingdom unsuccessful argued that British courts lacked the power to enjoin enforcement of an act of Parliament. 215 *Factortame* stands for the supremacy of EU Community law and for the principle that any branch of a member State’s government can be sued for violation of provisions of the EU Treaty or under the “direct effect doctrine” applied to a “regulation” or for the failure to implement “directives” where EU rights are thereby jeopardized. 216 The British government now can be sued— even by non-British citizens— to enforce rights under EU principles, while the United States Supreme Court has precluded in-state citizens from seeking damages when an American State violates many of that citizen’s federal rights.

As European States limit the doctrine of sovereign immunity, the doctrine has been revitalized into a greater shield for States of the United States of America. It is ironic that neither approach is strongly rooted in textual language of constitutional documents. “If the Constitution provides little support for the Court’s hostility toward member state liability in the United States, then the [European Community] Treaty and implementing legislation provide little support for the ECJ’s warm embrace of such liability in Europe.” 217 It is a difference of perspective—one emphasizing right of States to be immune from suit and the other focusing on the citizen’s right to sue when its nationally-created rights are jeopardized. One scholar classifies the American approach as a “backward-looking judicial federalism,” while touting the European approach as “progressive or evolutionary constitutionalism.” 218

Conclusion

Throughout our Constitutional history, courts have struggled with achieving the intended (and appropriate) balance of power between the federal government and the States. 219 New Federalism revives the importance of the State sovereign immunity principle and the inherent conflict between the roles of legislative and judicial branches of government. Also at bay, however, is the protection of individual rights from encroachment by either federal or State governments. 220 Trying to reconcile these competing interests is problematic at best.

Using a broad reading of the Tenth and Eleventh Amendments, the U.S. Supreme Court has shielded State governments from federal statutory remedies for employment discrimination— unless either (a) the State consents to the suit or (b) fundamental rights are coupled with a historical pattern of discrimination by States. Where fundamental rights are involved— such as due process access to the courts— those rights prevail over the sovereign immunity defense and the Abrogation Doctrine is used to accomplish that result. 221 Gender-based discrimination is viewed with heightened scrutiny also, and federal laws (such as the Family Medical Leave Act) do apply to the States, especially since a majority of the Justices believe that there was a historical pattern of gender-based discrimination in State family medical leave policies. 222 In the employment sector, however, discrimination based on age, 223 disability or overtime pay, 225 is judged by a “rational basis test” and does not rise to the level of a fundamental right, so citizens are precluded from suing their State governments for violating rights under these federal laws. In reaching these conclusions during the past ten years, most United States Supreme Court decisions have inappropriately expanded the scope of the Eleventh Amendment to provide a sovereign immunity shield that prevents State employees from using most federal discrimination laws to seek damages.

Furthermore, the Supreme Court inappropriately has used the Eleventh Amendment to functionally bar access by in-state citizens to federal and State courts as forums for pursuing federal law remedies. In so doing, the
Court has construed the Eleventh Amendment and sovereign immunity as a limitation on Congressional Commerce authority and has narrowly defined the circumstances under which the Fourteenth Amendment and the Abrogation Doctrine can salvage in-state citizen remedies. The clear language of the Eleventh Amendment only limits noncitizens of a State from suing that State in federal court. Nothing in its language should bar (a) Congress from full exercise of its delegated Commerce Clause authority or (b) preclude an in-state citizen from enforcing remedies granted under such federal laws. Even if the Tenth Amendment is a source for State sovereign immunity, the Testa rationale recognizes that States should be compelled to enforce federal laws in their State courts where similar State law remedies could be enforced. In-state citizens should be allowed to collect monetary remedies for violation of federal laws – up to the statutory cap allowed under State law waivers of sovereign immunity in State-based tort claims.

Strained construction of the Tenth and Eleventh Amendment relegates individual rights to secondary status – contrary to (a) Locke’s principles to which most Founders adhered, (b) the intent of the Bill of Rights to limit federal government infringement on individual rights, (c) the Fourteenth Amendment through which individual rights were to prevail over State sovereign immunity, and (d) the Supremacy Clause. To strictly construe Congressional authority under the Interstate Commerce Clause and Fourteenth Amendment, while broadly construing the Tenth and Eleventh Amendment’s scope of protection of States against lawsuits, leads to jurisprudential inconsistencies and results-oriented decision-making. Recent Supreme Court decisions have gone far beyond the strict constructionist’s view that the federal government lacks powers not enumerated in the Constitution. They establish a hierarchy delineating which Constitutional provision takes priority through extra-constitutional criteria of the Court’s own making. In so doing, the Supreme Court is denying citizens basic remedies when their State employer has violated their federal civil rights.
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